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Planning for success and avoiding pitfalls
The preparation, submission and publication of a research output is a
compulsory component of research training for a Griffith Higher Degree by
Research (HDR) candidate. Mentoring this process is an important role of
HDR supervisors. In Australia and internationally, the production of a
research output involving both supervisor, candidate, and sometimes other
collaborators and research participants, is a common source of disputes,
distress, and complaints within the candidate-supervisor relationship.
Over 30% of all research outputs by Griffith University include an HDR
candidate as an author. It is vitally important that the production of
research outputs and decisions on authorship between candidates,
supervisors, and collaborators is a transparent and open process. This
paper suggests strategies to avoid the missteps and pitfalls, as well as
ideas on how to achieve favourable outcomes.

1.0 Defining authorship
Conceptions of authorship can be (sub)discipline, and methodology
specific but generally reflects there being a substantive intellectual
contribution to the book, exhibition, paper, performance, post, report or
other research output as well as often (but not always) to the research
project that underpinned it.

2.0 Advantages of co-authorship
Increasingly research outputs are co-authored, this can often reflect the
multidisciplinary nature of work and can be a useful way to bring in
wider perspectives to a topic. While often advantageous it is not without
its challenges.

3.0 National and Griffith University policy frameworks
The Australian standard on matters such as authorship, publication
ethics and supervision are the Australian Code for the Responsible
Conduct of Research. The Griffith University Responsible Conduct of
Research policy is the University’s implementation of the Australian
Code. The Australian Code was updated in June 2018. Griffith
University’s implementation of the Australian Code is currently being
updated to reflect the revised Australian Code.
The requirement that doctoral candidates publish at least one first
author1 publication during their candidature is specified by the Higher
Degree Research Policy and explained by this web page. The role and
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responsibilities of Griffith University HDR supervisors are articulated in
the Code of Practice for the Supervision of HDR Candidates.
It is essential for HDR supervisors and HDR candidates to have read and
understood these documents.

4.0 International guidelines
There is guidance material on these matters - such as the material issued
by the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE), International Committee
of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) and the Office of Research Integrity
(ORI).
If a HDR candidate’s research output involves collaboration with a
researcher who is based outside of Australia it will be important know
which research integrity framework they are working from, its
divergence from the Australian Code and then to mentor your HDR
candidate through the discussions with the international collaborator.

5.0 Who can/should be listed as authors for a candidate’s
research outputs?
Authorship is an area that can be a source of disagreement, frustration
and complaint. Fortunately, it is also a matter where prior planning and
good collegiate communication can generally forestall any difficulty.
The provisions of the research integrity policy frameworks discussed
above provide criteria for who can be listed as (co)authors of a research
output.
In accordance with RIRS#4 to be listed as an author a person must have
been involved in:
(i)

the conception/design of the original research project;

(ii)

the collection/generation and/or analysis of the data;
and

(iii)

the write up of the research output, beyond merely an
editorial role.

To be listed as an author, a person should be able to take responsibility
for at least that part of the work to which they contributed and should
have expressed in writing (if only in an email) their willingness to be
listed as an author.
In some project designs the participants might usefully considered coresearchers of a project (such as in participatory action research
designs), and as such be listed as co-authors of the associated research
output.

Tips for conversations
about an output
Keep it collegiate and
remember you are the
candidate’s mentor.
Try to make the process
memorable and pleasant.
Discuss the authorship criteria.
Talk about potential coauthors, what their roles will be
(to ensure it addresses the
criteria), who will approach
them and how.
Discuss the approach to order
of authorship (especially if the
HDR candidate won’t be first
author).
Ensure there is an open
discussion about potentially
perceived conflicts of interest
for all co-authors and an
understanding to revisit as
needed. Who should the
conflicts be disclosed to and
does the conflict need
additional management?
Discuss ideas on where to
publish.
Reflect on where further advice
will be needed beyond the coauthors, who will seek that
advice and how the advice will
be acknowledged.
Discuss likely timeframes,
milestones and a plan for
ongoing communication.
Later by email confirm with the
HDR candidate and other coauthors there is a shared
understanding of these points.
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No-one who meets these criteria should be omitted from authorship and
no-one who doesn’t meet the criteria can be included.
Persons must not be included by virtue of ‘just’:
(a) securing the funding or resources for the work;
(b) having made the measurements on which the publication is based;
(c) their position.
In practice this means supervisors of a HDR candidate are not
automatically named as co-authors of an output produced by the
candidate. Similarly a research assistant should not be excluded from the
list of authors (if they meet the criteria) purely because they were paid
for their contribution.
There will be persons who make a valuable contribution to the work and
while they do not meet the criteria for authorship, should be
acknowledged for their contribution (e.g. statistician or someone from
the University’s Indigenous Research Network). Such an
acknowledgement might appear in the notes section of a research
output.

6.0 Order of authorship
Generally the order in which authors are listed should reflect the
significance of their contribution to the output; so the co-author who is
listed first should have made the most important contribution to the work.
Supervisors should therefore not automatically be listed as the first author
on papers produced with their HDR candidates.
Nevertheless some outputs have their own conventions in terms of order
of authorship as do some disciplines. For example publication may
traditionally list the authors by seniority.
As Griffith HDR candidates must publish at least once as first author prior
to submission of their thesis2, where any such conventions are being
applied to a research output, this is something that the collaborators
must discuss as early as possible in the research collaboration (see
discussion below).
In disciplines where the convention is to place more senior staff as a first
author, supervisors must discuss with each candidate a plan for them to
become published as first author prior to the submission of their thesis.
A useful strategy can be to identifying a portion of work to be
undertaken primarily by the candidate, which could then be the basis for
the output where the candidate can be the listed first author.
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7.0 Publication Plan
A good practice for collaborators is to create a publication plan. Such a
plan may deal separately with regards to known outputs and separately
discuss future outputs.
7.1 KNOWN OUTPUTS
For known outputs the plan might discuss roles for the different
collaborators, possible order of authorship, persons to be acknowledged
and possible timeframes.
7.2 FUTURE OUTPUTS

The plan might simply discuss the intention of collaborators to tell
each other if/when they are planning on working on a related
research output and give each other right of refusal or not if they
want to work on the new output.

8.0 Publication Ethics
As a general principle the Australian research integrity arrangements
direct there should be only one research output from a research analysis.
This does not mean that there can only be one output from one dataset,
but it does mean that when there is a substantive analysis of a dataset
there should only be one output. When there is more than one output
this should be clearly referenced. When there is more than one output
this should be clearly differentiated from previous published work and
the previous work clearly referenced.
8.1 CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
The above principle also applies to conference presentations, especially
when there will be published proceedings from the conference. Good
practice for a candidate would be, to speak to the conference organisers
and the publishers/editors of the subsequent publication to explain the
relationship between the conference presentation and their research
output to check they do not have any concerns. In the notes for the
publication there might be a statement explaining the fact the concepts
of the paper were introduced at an earlier conference presentation.
8.2 OTHER LANGUAGES
The direction that there be only one output also applies when an output
is translated into another language. Once again the candidate should
speak with the publisher/editor of both the original publication and the
translated publication to seek permission for there being two versions of
the output.
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8.3 FAILURE TO OBSERVE
Failure to observe the kind of approach discussed above could result in a
forced retraction of the research output and/or some form of research
integrity proceedings. Experience of previous cases suggests that something
like this occurring could impact upon the academic/research careers of all
the listed co-authors; such an impact can harm the reputation, citation and
impact of the collaborators and can have long lasting effects.
International commentary also suggests that such deleterious impacts
are the same even if the misstep was made in good faith and impacts coauthors even if they were unaware/innocent of the actions taken by a
less scrupulous co-author.
8.4 HONESTY AND INTEGRITY
An important component of publication ethics is that the work be
honest, be correct as far as the collaborators known and have integrity.
8.5 PLAGIARISM AND SELF PLAGIARISM/TEXT RECYCLING
Supervisors should ensure that new candidates have good practice in
terms of citing the work of others and consider whether a candidate
requires professional development in that regard. There were a number
of high-profile and painful cases internationally where there has been
embarrassing retractions and media reporting about plagiarism. In the
instance of one recent case in the US a candidate had her PhD revoked
and then was demoted by the other university where she worked. Selfplagiarism or text recycling can also be a research integrity concern or
perhaps a copyright concern. Rather than copying passages or even
single sentences from one publication to another the candidate should
be encouraged to rephrase the expression they want to reuse.
8.6 SALAMI SLICING
This refers to the practice of making only small differences to an analysis
so as to justify a separate research output. HDR supervisors should be
vigilant to ensure that their candidate is not engaging in salami slicing
and that there really is enough difference to justify separate outputs.
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9.0 Conflicts of Interest
Where a conflict of interest exists (see sidebar), the supervisor and
candidate should discuss whether or not to disclose it to the
editor/publisher and whether a note about the conflict should be
included in the research output. Refer to Research Integrity Resource
Sheet #5 for more on Conflicts of interest in research.

10.0 Selecting a Publisher
Most early career researchers, and sometimes even experienced researchers,
can struggle with the question of where to publish their research output.
Given the advice to publish only once (see 5.0) this decision is critically
important and an HDR candidate will need plenty of advice in this regard.

McCook, A. (2017, 6 September)
Authorship for sale: Some journals
willing to add authors to papers
they didn’t write.[Retraction Watch
Meadows, A. (2017, 5 December)
Illegitimate Journals and How to
Stop Them: An Interview with Kelly
Cobey and Larissa Shamseer.
Scholarly Kitchen.
Oransky, I. (2018, 5 January) Ask
Retraction Watch: Is it OK to cite a
retracted paper? [Retraction Watch
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The first step is to encourage an HDR candidate to treat any email with the
offer to publish their work (in flattering terms) with suspicion, especially if
the publisher has not seen the HDR candidate’s research output.
Within the Strategic Publishing Guidelines, there is some interesting
guidance material inside the “Relevance”, “Quality and Credibility” and
“Reach” links that candidates should consider when selecting a publisher.
10.1 Knowing Where Not to Publish
Since the disappearance of Jeffrey Beall’s list of predatory publishers it
might seem even harder to identify publishers to be avoided3, but as the
readings in the sidebar discuss, perhaps we always needed to reflect
carefully what publishers to avoid. The Think, Check Submit checklist is a
resource produced by a coalition of scholarly bodies. It could be used a means of
sifting out questionable publishers. Your local research librarian can be a
valuable resource in this regard.

Smith, K.L., (2017). Examining
publishing practices: moving
beyond the idea of predatory open
access. Insights. 30(3), pp.4–10.
Swauger, S. (2017) Open access,
power, and privilege. College &
Research Libraries News. 78(11)
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11.0 Professional and collegiate discussion but prudent
practice
Very early in the supervision of a candidate, a supervisor should meet with
the candidate to talk through these matters. This should be a professional,
friendly and collegiate discussion. After all a HDR candidate’s first research
outputs are memorable and exciting milestone in their research career.
Good practice is for the supervisor to send an email to their HDR
candidate outlining the matters discussed and asking the candidate to
reply to indicate that the email reflects their recollection of the
discussion. The email exchange then becomes a key record of shared
understanding on these important topics. The email exchange shouldn’t
be adversarial or legalistic but could be a key record of a shared
understanding on these important topics.

12.0 Sources of advice
The Research Integrity Resource Sheets (available from the University’s
research integrity page) can be the useful reference, and the officers
listed to the right may be helpful, but the best source of collegiate advice
for supervisors who require advice with regard to the matters discussed
in this paper is a Research Integrity Adviser for your Group.

13.0 Specialist Workshops
There are many areas of the University, such as the Library and Learning
Services, Office for Research, the Copyright Officer or external relations
who provide workshops for professional development services that
might be valuable for candidates in your area.
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For example not all open access publishers are illegitimate, author payments aren’t always
unscrupulous and different models of peer review aren’t always questionable.
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